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Abstract

Privacy is an increasing concern in the marketplace.
Although enterprises promise sound privacy practices to
their customers, there is no technical mechanism to enforce
them internally. In this paper, we describe a privacy pol-
icy model that protects personal data from privacy viola-
tions by means of enforcing enterprise-wide privacy poli-
cies. By extending Jajodiaet al.’s Flexible Authorization
Framework (FAF) with grantors and obligations, we create
a privacy control language that includes user consent, obli-
gations, and distributed administration. Conditions impose
restrictions on the use of the collected data, such as mod-
eling guardian consent and options. Access decisions are
extended with obligations, which list a set of activities that
must be executed together with the access request. Grantors
allow to define a separation of duty between the security of-
ficer and the privacy officer.
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1 Introduction

The move toward large-scale deployment of electronic
commerce is hampered by privacy concerns of potential
customers. To appease such concerns, enterprises publish
privacy statements that promise fair information practices.
Written in natural language or formalized using P3P [14],
they are only promises but not necessarily enforced by tech-
nical measures [6]. As there is frequently only a vague un-
derstanding of the data flows of personal data within the
enterprise and no automated controls, enterprises may nev-
ertheless inadvertently violate their own published privacy
statements.

These problems are amplified if personal data is used not
only by the enterprise that collected the data, but also by
secondary users such as partner organizations, census bu-
reaus, and government agencies. These flows of data are
complex. Threats to data privacy can come from inside
(accidental disclosure, insider curiosity and subornation) as
well as from the outside (uncontrolled secondary usage) of

each organization. Putting customer information online fur-
ther increases the risk of exposing private and sensitive in-
formation to outsiders.

Access control constrains what a (legitimate) user can
do directly, as well as what programs executing on behalf
of the users are allowed to do, in order to prevent activities
that could lead to a breach of security [13]. The access con-
trol decisions are based on an access control policy defined
by the security administrator of the system. Classical poli-
cies define which subjects (e.g., users or roles) can access
which objects (e.g., files, applications) in which mode (e.g.,
read, write, execute). Privacy control, however, is usually
not concerned with individual users. A customer1 releases
his data to the custody of an enterprise while consenting to
the set of purposes for which the data may be used. Thus, a
typical privacy policy statement such as

We collect your genderto customizeour entry
catalog pages.

does not authorize a particular subject to access the cus-
tomer’s gender data but anybody (within the enterprise) act-
ing for that purpose.

In general, a “privacy policy” defines what data is col-
lected, for what purpose the data will be used, whether the
enterprise provides access to the data, who are the data re-
cipients (beyond the enterprise), how long the data will be
retained, and who will be informed in what cases. Based on
this specification, an access control system should enforce
the policy stated by the enterprise.

A privacy control model should reflect that there are
three entities that influence authorizations. Thesecurity
administratorprotects the interest of the organization, the
customer acting as adata subjectlimits the use and dissem-
ination of his personal data, and theprivacy officerensures
that the organization correctly implements the data subject’s
policy as well as the legal privacy regulations.

The privacy statements found today on the Internet are
very abstract, and, therefore, it is not possible to determine

1For economy of expression, we will assume that the customer is male
and all other persons female.



exactly who is authorized to access which objects in what
ways. There is the need of a language that is expressive
enough to specify privacy rights and obligations that are
being promised by privacy statements and mandated by a
number of legislatures. The language must have a formal
semantics so that the meaning of an authorization require-
ment stated in that language can be precisely determined.
This way, the privacy officer is able to reconcile easily what
should be authorized with what is actually authorized.

We focus in this paper on a formal model for authoriza-
tion management and access control in privacy protecting
systems. Taking a systems view of privacy, we elaborate on
technical mechanisms to ensure that personal information is
used only for authorized purposes. Our model is capable of
precisely capturing the meanings of a wide variety of such
privacy policies. We then define a privacy language whose
semantics is defined with reference to the model. This en-
sures that every privacy policy has a clear and unambiguous
interpretation that is defined without reference to any par-
ticular implementation of a privacy protecting system.

Although recent logic-based authorization languages,
such as [2, 8] for example, are very expressive and flexi-
ble to use, they do not support all required elements of a
privacy policy. Therefore we implemented our privacy lan-
guage within the Flexible Authorization Framework (FAF)
[8], enriched with the notions of grantors [2, 15] and obli-
gations [7, 11]. Conditions impose restrictions on the use of
the collected data, such as modeling guardian consent and
options, or narrowing the set of accessing principals. Ac-
cess decisions are extended with obligations, which list a
set of activities that must be executed together with the ac-
cess request. Whereas FAF assumes that authorization ad-
ministration is the task of a single administrator, theSystem
Security Officer(SSO), we add theChief Privacy Officer
(CPO).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Af-
ter related work is discussed in Section 2, we describe in
Section 3 the basic elements of a privacy policy. These el-
ements are then formalized in Section 4, based on the Au-
thorization Specification Language ASL [8] extended with
grantors and obligations. Section 5 elaborates on various
administration policies, exploring the relationship between
System Security Officer and Chief Privacy Officer. Sec-
tion 6 illustrates the expressiveness of our model with some
example policies from the literature. Section 7 describes
our conclusions and future work. Throughout the paper, we
use the privacy policy of a virtual online book store called
“Borderless Books” as a running example.

2 Related Work

The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) of W3C [14]
enables a Web site to state its privacy policy in a standard,

machine-readable format. P3P-enabled browsers can re-
trieve this policy automatically and compare it with the con-
sumer’s set of privacy preferences. A P3P policy is an XML
document that describes the data collection practices for a
site. It provides a base schema for the data collected and a
vocabulary to express purposes, the recipients, and the re-
tention policy. Although it captures common elements of
privacy policies, sites may have to provide further explana-
tions in human-readable policies. However, P3P does not
provide technical mechanisms to check a given access re-
quest against the stated privacy policy.

Fischer-Ḧubner augmented a task-based access control
model with the notion of purpose and consent [5]. Data can
be accessed in a controlled manner only by executing a task.
A user can access personal data if this access is necessary to
perform its current task and the user is authorized to execute
this task. Additionally, the task’s purpose must correspond
to the purposes for which the personal data was obtained or
there has to be consent by the data subjects. A task consists
of a set of certified operations representing the set of “nec-
essary accesses” to object classes to perform that task. This
work is the first complete model of privacy we are aware of.
However, the model does not consider context-dependent
access control or obligations.

A language for use-based restrictions that allows one to
state under which conditions specific data can be accessed
has been developed by Bonattiet al. [4]. In their language, a
data user is characterized as the triple user, project, and pur-
pose. Projects are named activities registered at the server,
for which different users can be subscribed, and which may
have one or more purposes. Each user and project is as-
sociated with a profile, which captures properties such as
name and address or title and sponsor. As they focus on
data publishers, their language does not support obligations
and consent.

The concept of provisional authorization [7, 10] shares
similar objectives with privacy obligations. Added to the
access decision, provisions are a kind of annotation that
specify necessary actions to be taken. Modeled as a se-
quence of secondary access requests, they are executed by
the user and/or the system under the supervision of the ac-
cess control system. However, we do not try to describe the
semantics of obligations by extending FAF’s logical system
with a temporal logic, but simply model obligations as lists
of terms returned to the reference monitor denoting actions
that have to be executed within the scope of the application.

Concurrently and independently to our work, Bettiniet
al developed a finer and more formalized notion of obli-
gations [3]. They distinguish between actions (provisions)
that are to be performed before the decision is taken and
actions (obligations) that will be taken after the decision.
These actions are represented as two disjoint sets of predi-
cates, assigned to logic rules. The system implementing the
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policy rules must deduce what actions (if any) may be per-
form to gain access, and what promises (if any) that must
be made after gaining the access. The system also monitors
the progress of obligation fulfillment and, in case of fail-
ure, take compensatory actions. Provisions are structured
and also have an associated weight that allows to select the
weakest obligation thus considering semantic relations be-
tween them.

3 Elements of a Privacy Policy

In this section, we introduce the elements of our privacy
model. We assume that the enterprise runs a Web server,
which collects customer data (explicitly via forms and im-
plicitly by analyzing HTTP traffic and cookies) and pro-
vides access to services for internal and external users. If
data of a customer is stored, then the customer is registered
at the Web server and can be authenticated. As a running
example, we use an enterprise (Borderless Bookstore) that
collects personal data from a data subject (Joe).

3.1 Principals

Information is owned by, updated by, and released to
users. We assume that all users are registered at the en-
terprise, and thus are also system users and can be authenti-
cated accordingly. By “owner” we mean the user who pro-
vided the personal data (also known as the “data subject”).
The owner is usually a customer of the enterprise. Data
users who access data are thus simply called “users”. The
privacy statement that customers are allowed to access their
own data – such as for the correction of inaccurate data –
makes an (implicit) reference to the identity of the requester.

Often, users are not explicitly named in privacy policies.
The term “we” refers to the enterprise, the terms “busi-
ness partners” or “others” refer to collections of users. In
our model, the concept of groups abstracts from individual

users. For example, users can be distinguished to be in-
ternal or external to the enterprise. Usually, the customer
(“owner”) is not an employee of the enterprise. Other exter-
nal users are members of organizations to whom tasks such
as billing have been delegated and thus need access to the
data.

Figure 1 depicts an example of group hierarchy. The
groupsBorderless, BusinessPartners, Customers, andGov-
ermentAgenciesrepresent users from different domains and
thus with different access rights to personal data. Borderless
Bookstore is a family of companies, including the Border-
less College Store for example, and these companies might
not necessarily share customer information. Within the
group hierarchy, a group inherits from its ancestors all their
permissions. For example, the permissions of the groupAf-
filiatesare defined by the permissions of the groupsUsers,
BusinessPartners, and the permissions of groupAffiliates
itself. In our example, Joe would be a member of group
Customers; employees of the company providing the email
newsletters service would be in groupEmailNewsletters.

3.2 Data

There are three categories ofpersonal datathat are dis-
tinguished by the level of linkability to its data subject.
Whereas personally identifiable information (PII) can be
linked to a data subject, depersonalized information can
only be linked if one knows additional information (e.g.,
to whom a pseudonym belongs), whereas anonymized in-
formation cannot be linked at all.

In our Borderless Bookstore example, any record that
contains Joe’s full name or exact address, or a reference2

to it, is PII. For example, Borderless Bookstore might store

2Here we only regard identification numbers. Statistical correlation
used on one or more factors specific to an identifiable person’s physical,
physiological, mental, economic, cultural, or social id category are ex-
cluded.
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some of the collected data in a dataset accessible via an in-
ternal customer number. Although there is no name stored
in the dataset, the data is personal data as there is a link from
the person to its internal reference. Note that the identifica-
tion of the individual may use information that is already
in the possession of an organization or information that is
likely to come into the possession of an organization [9].

Within the enterprise, collected personal data may be
stored at different places and in different ways, including
as parts of a database. At Borderless, Joe’s data is stored
in the subscription, billing, and marketing departments. Be-
sides the collected data, there is also personal data that is
generated within the organization. In the case of Joe, Bor-
derless keeps a purchase history. Other data record infor-
mation needed for the evaluation of the privacy policy are
date of last access or parental consent.

We introduceformsas an abstraction of the actual stor-
age of the data (membership form, purchase form, invoice
form). A form is merely a set of fields together with a
unique identifier.3 For example, records in the subscription
and billing databases may be interpreted as forms. Forms
can be regarded as some sort of meta data, separate from the
personal data itself, and used for cataloging and retrieval.
Conceptually, a form represents the way a particular per-
sonal data has entered the enterprise. For simplification, we
assume that a form pertains to only one person.

Types introduce an abstraction on data and thus many
human readable privacy policies are expressed in terms of
types: “Sale representatives can modify a customer’spur-
chase record.” This is also the case in our example, where
Borderless uses demographics (gender) and billing (pur-
chase history data) information to send monthly book se-
lections to subscriber Joe.

The types of information collected may be struc-

3We might use the relational data model to represent forms. Other mod-
els would also be possible, an object model for instance, where a class
corresponds to the form and the attributes are its fields.

tured into contact information (full name, mailing ad-
dress, email address), financial information (credit/debit
card data), medical information (medications, allergy), de-
mographic information (gender, age, race, income level,
city/county/state, political party), Internet Protocol (IP) in-
formation (IP address, browser type, personal identifiers,
passwords) and information collected by or held in cook-
ies.

P3P provides a basic data structure, whose elements are
organized into a hierarchy. Figure 2 shows the elements of
structurecontact, which is used to specify contact infor-
mation. As a data element includes all of the data elements
below it in the hierarchy, it is a convenient way to address a
group of related data elements. In P3P, data can be associ-
ated with categories (physical, online, uniqueid, purchase,
etc.). However, there is no means to specify usage restric-
tions based on categories only.

3.3 Purposes

Any good privacy practice tells the customer how the
collected data will be used. To implement this basic pri-
vacy principle, we structure the intended use of collected
data into categories called purposes. For example, the pri-
vacy statement “we use customer contact information (from
the registration form) to send you information about our
company and/or to give you updates on products and/or ser-
vices” defines two purposes for which customer contact in-
formation will be used:

1. to send company information, and

2. to give updates on products and/or services.

P3P defines a set of purposes includingadmin(web site
and system administration),develop(research and develop-
ment),contact(contacting visitors for marketing of services
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or products), andtelemarketing(telephone marketing) [14].

In P3P, there are no hierarchical purposes. In many ap-
plications, however, there is a natural hierarchy of purposes,
based on the familiar principles of generalization and spe-
cialization [4]. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The pur-
poses of direct marketing and third-party marketing are spe-
cializations of the marketing purpose. A principal assigned
to purpose direct marketing (or third-party marketing) will
inherit privileges assigned to the more general purpose of
marketing.

Purposes are also used to model opt-in/opt-out choices.
In P3P, a purpose is of type mandatory (no choice), opt-
in (customer may give consent), or opt-out (customer may
withdraw consent).

3.4 Actions and Information Sharing

Access modes categorize privacy-relevant operations
that an enterprise performs on personal data. Examples are
read (write) that read (write) a data field. In general, we
assume that operations do not store their output outside the
system. However, privacy policies can also prescribe the
dissemination of information. For example, Borderless’ pri-
vacy policy allows it to disclose Joe’s data to a marketing
company.

With respect to an access control enforcement system,
there is no fundamental difference between an operation
that simply retrieves data (“read”) and an operation that for-
wards (“disclose”) data to an entity outside of the system. It
is beyond the scope of this paper to model the disclosure of
data between enterprises, i.e., exporting and importing data
with their associated privacy policy from/into a system.

Nevertheless, we can model two variants of disclosure.
In the first case, we assume that data can leave the system
only by the execution of operations characterized by ac-
cess modedisclose, ensuring that disclosed data is properly
exported into another privacy enforcement system that en-
forces the associated privacy policy. Except by using (digi-
tal) rights management systems, technology can do very lit-

tle to ensure the person or enterprise rightfully receiving the
information will handle it according to privacy standards.
That depends on ethics and an effective supervisory and le-
gal structure that provides sanctions against detected misuse
[12]. In the second case, we regard disclosure as an act of
authorization of external users. When Joe authorizes Bor-
derless to disclose data for marketing purposes, there will
be an authorization stating that Joe’s data can be accessed
for purpose “marketing”. However, the real disclosure takes
only place when group “Marketer” is authorized for purpose
“marketing” or an employee of an business partner is added
to group “Marketer”.

3.5 Conditions

There are privacy statements that not only describe
which (type of) data can be accessed for what purpose but
also express some conditions to be satisfied before access is
granted. In our example policy, Borderless Bookstore may
use Joe’s data only if it has received the consent of his par-
ent. Thus, the access right depends on whether a certain
event has happened previously. Privacy policies may also
provide some freedom of choice in allowing the data subject
to select whether that data can be used for a certain purpose
(such as to provide a service or information). In the regis-
tration form, this manifests as a check box. In our running
example, Joe gave explicit (opt-in) consent for marketing.

In another policy, the right to access private data may not
only depend on the purpose of its use but also on the identity
of the requester. For example, Joe might allow usage of his
guardian’s phone number for purposemarketingbut only if
the requester is his local bookstore agent. Whereas purpose
marketingwould allow anyone authorized to execute an ap-
plication certified for that purpose to access Joe’s personal
record, the condition that the requester must be the local
agent of the data owner restricts the set of authorized prin-
cipals to those that act in the (dynamic) role. Note that this
policy is different from the policy that “only local agents
can access the telephone number of a customers’ guardian.”
In the latter policy, any local agent could access a given
customer’s guardian’s telephone number. In the former pol-
icy, however, access is only granted for the customer’s local
agent. Even a principal name likeMeyermay be used, thus
restricting access to an individual person.

From the examples above, we see that the scope of con-
ditions is broad. It includes attributes of the object (owner,
consent, etc.), the user accessing the object, other objects
(for example the guardian of the object owner), the his-
tory of access to the object, and general attributes such as
time or location. In our model, conditions are built over
attributes defined in the context of the collected data of a
person, i.e., all policy-relevant context information is stored
within fields of the form. For example, there might be a



field denoting the data subject, the collection date, or the
parent’s address. To model opt-in/opt-out choices, for each
non-mandatory purpose there is a corresponding field in the
form whose value reflects the consent of the data subject.

3.6 Obligations

Privacy policies may not only grant access to data but
may also make statements about actions that have to be
performed. For example, there is the policy that “Parents
will be notified of the child’s participation in promotions
and surveys”, or “If you delete your data, we will enforce
deletion at all parties to whom the data has been disclosed.”
Thus, if access is granted, a subsequent action must be exe-
cuted.

P3P’s retention period represents an obligation, too. It
cannot be expressed by a history-based authorization, as
there has an activity to be performed. Obligations also
model situations where the customer’s consent must be
sought. Other cases are exceptions to consent, where the
enterprise is obliged to pass to a third party some informa-
tion, the customer must still be notified of this information
sharing. Such notifications may be delayed, as in the case
of law enforcement access, but not omitted [1].

Obligation-based security policies can be enforced by
reference monitors if they can be completely resolved in-
side an atomic execution [11]. Thus, their (future) execu-
tion relies on the application that provides a transactional
environment. But privacy obligations may be independent
from the application logic, and thus might require their own
transactional environment. However, if there are compen-
satory actions [3] for obligations, monitoring of obligations
might be sufficient.

In our model, obligations are simply activity names, pos-
sibly with parameters, such aslog, notify, andgetConsent.
No (formal) semantics is given, as the behavior of these ac-
tivities depend on the privacy practices of the enterprise.
Also legal regulations leave room for different realizations
of obligations. The 1998 Children’s Online Privacy Pro-
tection Act (COPPA), for example, requires that in many
cases Website operators must provide direct notice to par-
ents and must have verified parental consent. However, the
required method of consent varies based on how the collec-
tor uses the child’s personal data, ranging from simple email
to getting a signed form from the parent via postal mail or
facsimile.

4 Formalization of a Privacy Policy

In this section, we formalize the privacy policy model
described in the previous section, using the logical frame-
work of the Authorization Specification Language ASL [8],

extended with the notion of grantors [2, 15] and obligations
[7].

4.1 Data System

The data system of our privacy model consists of
users/groups, the data they are accessing, together with the
purposes they act for, and the access modes they use. In
particular, we define data items or groups of data items via
the tripleOTH = 〈Obj, T,≤OT 〉 whereObj is a set of
identifiers of fields in a form,T is a set of types (or set of
objects), and≤OT is a type hierarchy.

At Borderless Bookstores, there are forms for subscrip-
tion, billing, and marketing. Every form is stored under a
unique indexid. Term/subscription denotes all subscrip-
tion forms and/subscription[id] denotes the subscription
form stored under indexid. Correspondingly, term/sub-

scription/account denotes the fieldaccount in all stored
subscription forms and term/subscription[id]/account

denotes fieldaccount in the subscription form stored un-
der indexid.

Users and groups are defined via a hierarchyUGH =
〈U,G,≤UG〉 whereU is a set of user identifiers, andG is
a set of group identifiers, and≤UG is the group hierarchy
wherex ≤UG y iff all members of groupx are also mem-
bers of groupy. In the same way, purposes are defined as
a hierarchyPH = 〈∅, P,≤P 〉 whereP is a set of purposes
andx ≤P y iff x is a specialization ofy. A purpose is a spe-
cialization of another purpose if it refers to more specialized
usages.4 HierarchiesOTH, UGH, andPH are disjoint.

There is a setA of actions or authorization modes. In
our example, we use actions such asread, write, delete,
disclose, andactivate.

The last element of the data system is a setRel of re-
lationships, which are defined on different elements of the
data system. Predicateowner(o, u) associates a unique user
u with objecto, theownerof o. Theownerpredicate ab-
stracts from the specific implementation of the “data sub-
ject” concept. For instance, in an ACL-based system own-
ership might be expressed by a special permission. How-
ever, the data system itself may already provide with each
object a link to the associated “owner”.

We introduce the following privacy-specific relations
on users and objects. PredicateisMinor(u) determines
whether useru is a minor. The definition may depend on the
citizenship of the owner or on the country where the Web
server is located. PredicateisGuardian(u, u′) associates a
unique useru′ with useru, theguardianof u. For conve-
nience, we writeminor(o) ≡ owner(o, u) ∧ isMinor(u)
and guardian(o, u) ≡ owner(o, u′) ∧ isMinor(u′) ∧

4For instance,Email-marketing andPhone-marketing can be both
seen as a specialization ofMarketing (see Figure 3).



isGuardian(u′, u) to denote whether the owner of object
o is a minor and who the guardian is.

Predicateconsent(o, p, u) defines whether useru has
consented that objecto can be processed for purposep.
We writeopt-in(o, p) ≡ owner(o, u)∧consent(o, p, u) as
shorthand to denote the consent given by the data subject.
The term “opt-out” means thatunless and untilthe customer
informs the enterprise that he does not want his data be used
for that purpose, the enterprise it free to do so. The “opt-in”
provision, on the other hand, says that the enterprise cannot
use the dataunlessthe customer has consented. Accord-
ingly, opt-out(o, p) ≡ ¬opt-in(o, p) is the dual toopt-in.
PredicatelastAccess(o, time) relates the time (of typedu-
ration) elapsed since objecto has been accessed last.

We model obligations as lists of terms, being activity
names and possibly parameterized. Such activities must
be performed within the scope of the execution of the re-
quested and granted operation. We fix the set ofobligations
C to contain activitynotify:u, which sends a notification to
useru, and activityanonymize:o, which anonymizes ob-
ject o. The empty list of obligations[ ] is always fulfilled.
Let c range over obligations.

4.2 Authorizations

The setAS of authorization subjectsconsists of users,
processes, groups, and purposes. Likewise, the setAO of
authorization objectsconsists of objects, types, and pur-
poses – the latter are included in objects as they can be
assigned to subjects. The setSA = {+a, −a | a ∈ A} de-
notessigned actions, actions that are either authorized (+)
or denied (-).

There is a subject hierarchyASH obtained by placing
the graphs ofUGH andPH side by side. Likewise, the
object hierarchyOSH is obtained by placing theOTH and
the inverse ofPH side by side. With the inverse ofPH, we
express the assumption that if some action is allowed for a
subpurpose of purposep, it is also allowed for purposep.
Using the purpose hierarchy expressed in Figure 3, for ex-
ample, we say if data can be collected for purposeDirect-

Marketing then it is also allowed for purposeMarketing

(but not for purposeThirdpartyMarketing).
An authorizationis a quintuple of the form

〈o, s, 〈sign〉a, c, g〉,

whereo ∈ AO, s, g ∈ AS, c ∈ C, a ∈ A, and “sign” is
either “+” or “-”. A positive authorization〈o, s,+a, c, g〉
states that subjectg authorizes subjects to perform action
a on objecto provided obligationc will become true. We
restrict negative authorizations to contain only default obli-
gation[ ].

Examples for authorizations relative to form/subscrip-

tion given by the Chief Privacy Officer (cpo) are:

– 〈contact/homeAddress,promotion,+read, [ ], cpo〉.
We ask you for your address to send you promotional
material.

– 〈demographics/gender, thirdParty,−read, [ ], cpo〉.
No outside party will have access to your income
figures.

– 〈o, government,+disclose, [], cpo〉.
We share user information with governmental author-
ities when legally required to do so.

– 〈o, statistics,+disclose, [anonymize:o], cpo〉.
We disclose user information for statistical purposes
only in anonymized form.

Negative authorizations are very appropriate to express the
natural language policy above in a concise way. Groups
thirdParty andgovernment represent user domains out-
side of the enterprise (see Figure 1). In particular, group
government abstracts from the way cooperation with gov-
ernmental authorities for law enforcement is authenticated
in practice.

4.3 Authorization Specification Language

ASL is a logical language that contains different types of
rules that are inserted by the security administrator, repre-
senting direct authorizations (cando) or authorizations de-
rived by the system using logical rules of inference:der-

cando rules describe the propagation of information,do

rules define conflict resolution strategies anderror rules de-
fine integrity constraints.

ASL includes the relationsRel of the data system and
additional predicates, calledhie-predicatesdirin and in
that capture the direct and indirect membership relation-
ship between subjects, and predicatetypeof that captures
the grouping relationship between objects. Predicatedone

represents events that happened in the past: ifdone(o, u, a)
is true then useru has executed actiona on objecto.

Let a term be a constant or a variable instantiated with
any value of a given set of the data system. Ifp is ann-ary
predicate symbol, thenp(t1, . . . , tn) is an atom. A literal is
an atom or the negation of an atom. Anauthorization rule
is a rule of the form

cando(o, s, 〈sign〉a, c, g)← L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln.

whereo ∈ AO, s, g ∈ AS, a ∈ A, c ∈ C, “sign” is ei-
ther “+” or “-”, n ≥ 0, andL1, . . . , Ln aredone, hie-, or
rel-literals. The intuition underlying an authorization rule
is that the authorization〈o, s, (sign)a, c, g〉 is added if the
literals evaluate totrue.

Examples for direct authorization rules are shown in Fig-
ure 4. In the first rule, members of the groupbusiness-

partners can read the customer’s email address if the cus-
tomer has consented. The second rule also makes the access



– cando(o,business-partners,+read, [ ], cpo)← opt-in(o, thirdparty-marketing).
We will give you the option of receiving e-mail, telephone calls, or written service from our business partners.

– cando(/subscription[id]/gender,Email-marketing,+read, [ ], cpo)← ¬opt-out(id,Email-marketing).
Users may opt-out of receiving future mailings.

– cando(/subscription[id]/account, u,+write, [ ], cpo)← owner(id, u).
Consumers can change all of their personal account information including their address, telephone number, email
address, password as well as their privacy settings.

– cando(/subscription[id]/account), contest,+read, [ ], cpo)← ¬minor(id).
We will use your account information while conducting contests if your are not a minor.

– cando(o, u,+delete, [ ], cpo)← guardian(o, u).
We allow parents to remove from our database at any time the information collected about their child.

– cando(o, s,+write, [ ], cpo)← guardian(o, u) ∧ consent(id, approval, u).
No information should be submitted to or posted at Borderless by persons under 18 years of age without the consent of
their parent or guardian.

– cando(o,Borderless,+create, [notify:u], cpo)← guardian(o, u).
When we receive information from minors, we notify their parents.

– cando(o, s,−read, [ ], cpo)← lastAccess(o, d) ∧ d > P1Y.
Personal data becomes inaccessible if not used for more than one year.

Figure 4. Example authorizations.

to gender information conditional on the consent of the data
subject. The third rule allows users to change their own per-
sonal data stored in the user account. The next four rules are
authorizations regulating access to personal data of minors.
The last but one rule gives an example where an obligation
has to be executed by the system. Finally, the last rule pre-
vents access to data after one year of user inactivity.

Note that the last policy of Figure 4 is only an ap-
proximation of the statement that “personal data must be
erased at some date”, assuming that inaccessible data would
be eventually garbage-collected. Modeling erasure of data
would require a more sophisticated obligation management
using conditional obligations [3].

Derived Authorizations. In the case that no explicit au-
thorization exists for a given request, derivation rules define
how authorizations propagate “downwards” in theAOH
andASH hierarchies. Aderivation rule

dercando(o, s, 〈sign〉a, c, g)← L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln.

is like an authorization rule, except that literals can also in-
cludecando anddercando rules, the latter only in positive
form.

In our system, we use the next three rules to specify how

rights flow along the subject and object hierarchies.

dercando(o, s, a, c, g)
← cando(o′, s, a, c, g) ∧ typeof(o, o′).

dercando(o, u, a, c, g)
← cando(o, u′, a, c, g) ∧ in(u, u′).

dercando(o, p, a, c, g)
← cando(o, p′, a, c, g) ∧ in(p′, p).

Decision Rules. A positive decision rule

do(o, u,+a, c)← L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln.

is like a derivation rule without grantor, except that every
variable that appears in any of theLi’s also appears in the
head of the rule.

The two decision rules below enforce consistency and
completeness for the authorizations derived from a single
administrator. For conflict resolution, we employ a “denials
take precedence” strategy under a closed world assumption.

do(o, u,+a, c)←
dercando(o, u,+a, c, g) ∧ ¬dercando(o, u,−a, [ ], g).

The closure rule says that the only authorizations granted
are those explicitly derived after conflict resolution [8].

do(o, u,−a, [ ])← ¬do(o, u,+a, c).



Up to now we only presented privacy-specific authoriza-
tions defined by the Chief Privacy Officer. In the next sec-
tion, we discuss additional decision rules establishing spe-
cific administration policies that regulate competences be-
tween privacy and security administrators.

Integrity Rules. Security administrators can define con-
straints that must hold for the authorization specifications
or the actual access execution. Anintegrity rule is a rule of
the form

error← L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln.

whereL1, . . . , Ln arecando, dercando, done, do, hie-,
or rel- literals. Integrity rules check the authorization spec-
ification at run-time, thus taking dynamic aspects into ac-
count.

5 Deriving Authorizations from different Ad-
ministration Domains

In this section, we examine different approaches to
jointly administrate privacy and access control. Using the
grantor element of an authorization rule, we define several
administration policies, which vary in the separation of duty
between access control and privacy control.

Centralized Administration. In our first scenario, we as-
sume that the privacy officer directly assigns purposes to
users, expressed by predicateactive(u, p), which can then
be activated like roles [8].

dercando(o, u,+a, c, cpo)
← active(u, p) ∧ cando(o, p,+a, c, cpo).

Here purposes are – like roles – named collection of privi-
leges. However, there is a subtle difference. Whereas roles
identify the tasks that users need to execute to perform or-
ganizational activities, purposes identify the tasks for which
data can be used. Authorization to a role/purpose facilitates
access to the information associated with the role/purpose.

In addition, we may not only want to “authorize” users
but also to “certify” tasks.

dercando(o, s,+a, c, cpo)←
dercando(o, p,+a, c, cpo)∧
dercando(p, s,+activate, c, cpo).

If actiona can be performed on objecto for purposep under
obligationc and subjects is certified for that purpose then
subjects can perform actiona on objecto.

Distributed Administration. In a privacy-aware enter-
prise, there is a Chief Privacy Officer, who is responsible
for the development and implementation of the enterprise’s
privacy policies and procedures. To be independent from
general IT business, the Chief Privacy Officer is usually a
high-level management or officer position. A System Secu-
rity Officer, on the other hand, is responsible for data secu-
rity within the enterprise.

To distribute authorization between System Security Of-
ficer and Chief Privacy Officer while guaranteeing the de-
sired separation of duty, we allow each to manage a certain
subset of the authorizations. The System Security Officer
authorizes tasks and users to perform operations on objects.
An example is the authorization

cando(order-tracking, jack,+x, [ ], sso)← .

that enables userjack to execute taskorder-tracking. The
Chief Privacy Officer on the other hand authorizes purposes
to perform operations on data. This reflects the privacy pol-
icy that has been consented by the data subject. An example
is the rule

cando(o,billing,+read, c, cpo)← .

that enables purposebilling to read objecto under obli-
gation c. In addition, the Chief Privacy Officer certi-
fies tasks to perform certain purposes, either expressed by
the predicatecertified(t, p) or by an explicit authorization
cando(p, t,+certified, [ ], cpo) ← . Using the first alter-
native, this intuitive separation of duty is formalized by the
following rule:

do(o, u,+a, c)←
dercando(o, p,+a, c, cpo) ∧ certified(t, p)∧
dercando(t, u,+x, [ ], sso) ∧ currentTask(u, t).

Above rule defines that the access request of an useru can
be granted if the user’s current taskt has been certified by
the Chief Privacy Officer for purposep and that this pur-
pose is authorized by the Chief Privacy Officer to perform
the desired access, and that the System Security Officer has
authorized the useru to execute taskt.

error← in(u, sso) ∧ in(u, cpo).
error← dercando(o, p,+a, c, sso).
error← dercando(o, u,+a, c, cpo).

By adding above consistency rules, we also mandate that
the roles System Security Officer and Chief Privacy Officer
are in fact played by different users, that only the System
Security Officer authorizes purposes to access objects, and
that only the System Security Officer assigns purposes to
tasks.



Precedence of authorizations. The previous example
shows how policies given by two officers are combined:
access is granted if a positive authorization can be derived
from both rule sets administrated by the Chief Privacy Of-
ficer and the System Security Officer. But there might be
cases when officers define conflicting policies. The simplest
approach is to flag these situations:

error←dercando(o, u,+a, c, cpo)∧
dercando(o, u,−a, [ ], sso).

However, it is also possible to allow one officer to overwrite
the policy of the other officer. For example, the System Se-
curity Officer should not be able to reject an access request
granted explicitly by the Chief Privacy Officer to the owner,
as for example in the policy where the data subject is al-
lowed to read and/or change its personal data.

do(o, u,+a, c)← dercando(o, u,−a, [ ], sso)∧
dercando(o, u,+a, c, cpo) ∧ owner(o, u).

Note that the formulation of above policy is only possible
because data subjects are also system users in our model.

6 Formalized Example Policies

To illustrate the expressiveness of our language, we spec-
ify several published privacy policies.

Task-based Privacy. In [5], Fischer-Ḧubner states the
following privacy policy:

A subject may only have access to personal
data if this access is necessary to perform its cur-
rent task, and only if the subject is authorized
to perform this task. The subject may only ac-
cess data in a controlled manner by performing a
(well-formed and certified) transformation proce-
dure, for which the subject’s current task is au-
thorized. In addition, the purpose of its current
task must correspond to the purposes for which
the personal data was obtained or consent must
be given by the data subjects.

Let “diagnosing” be a process (“task”) and “treatment” be a
purpose in a hospital system.

cando(medications, treatment,+read, [], cpo)← . (1)

cando(treatment,diagnosing,+activate, [], cpo)← . (2)

cando(diagnosing, Joe,+execute, [], sso)← . (3)

Rule 1 states that data of typemedications can be read
for purposetreatment. Rule 2 states that taskdiagnosing

can act for purposetreatment. Rule 3 states that userJoe

is authorized to perform taskdiagnosing.

The Privacy Officer provided authorization rules 1–2; the
security officer gave authorization 3. In addition, the patient
implicitly sanctioned authorization rule 1 when he accepted
the enterprise’s privacy policy.

error← certified(diagnosing, p)∧
certified(diagnosing, p′) ∧ p 6= p′. (4)

By adding rule 4, the Privacy Officer strengthens the pri-
vacy policy stating that the above task serves exactly one
purpose.

Information Flow. To prevent authorized users of “mis-
using” information, it is necessary to control the ability of
an authorized user to copy a data item. Here we apply a
simple information flow policy within a clinical informa-
tion systems expressed by Anderson [1]:

Where two records with different access control
lists have the same owner, then the only informa-
tion flow permissible without further consent is
from the less to the more sensitive record. This
means that information derived from recordA
may be appended to recordB if and only if B’s
access control list is contained inA’s.

Below rule derives a denial for a subject to write to objecto
if the subject has read an objecto′ before and that objecto′

is more sensitive than objecto.

do(o, u,−write, [], g)← done(o′, u, read)∧
owner(o, u) ∧ owner(o′, u) ∧
do(o, u′,+a, c′) ∧ ¬dercando(o′, u′,+a, c, g).

We say thato’s access control list is contained ino′’s if all
authorizations foro also hold foro′; i.e., there is no useru′

who can accesso but noto′. As this “inclusion” relation oc-
curs negated in the last two literals of above rule, it triggers
denial of access.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a privacy policy model for en-
terprises that can serve as the basis for an internal access
control system to handle received data in accordance with
privacy standards. Thus, the data subject providing his/her
personal data has the assurance that the enterprise receiving
the information will handle it according to the stated pri-
vacy policy. The enterprise as well can verify that its busi-
ness practices are not in conflict with the privacy policies
posted on its Web site, which are usually considered a bind-
ing contract between the site owner and the people visiting
the site.



This privacy policy model is the first that combines user
consent, obligations, and distributed administration. Condi-
tions impose restrictions on the use of the collected data,
such as modeling guardian consent and options, or nar-
rowing the set of accessing principals. Access decisions
are extended with obligations, which list a set of activi-
ties that must be executed together with the access request.
We showed how “real world” privacy statements can be ex-
pressed in our authorization language. They are expressive
enough to accommodate an enterprise’s own privacy prac-
tices, possibly parameterized by the local country laws.

Although our privacy policy model is preliminary, it pro-
vides a sound basis for privacy protection officers or con-
sumer associations to design “popular polices” conforming
with strict laws whose implementation within an enterprise
can be certified in the scope of “seal programs” of trusted
third parties. Financial and health-care institutions, in par-
ticular, have stringent and complex privacy policies in place.
We are currently investigating how well our model is suited
to describe and enforce these policies.

More work is needed for a better description of the shar-
ing of personal data. In the present model, personal data
is shared by giving access to people outside the enterprise.
But data is not physically copied. However, when personal
data is transferred to another organization, a privacy pol-
icy should be attached to it that precisely reflects the access
limitations for that data derived from the overall enterprise
privacy policy.

The presented model is too simplistic in the way it deals
with “meta data” assuming that everything is stored in a
single form. This may be the case for a newly designed
application where all entries of personal data are known.
However, this is certainly not the case for a larger com-
pany with multiple DBMS systems and dozens of applica-
tions. Nevertheless, the specification of privacy policies is
quite independent of the IT infrastructure used to store and
process personal data, as most individual data systems are
instantiations of the general definition used [8]. A policy
specification, which is decoupled from data systems such as
relational databases or object-oriented systems, also allows
personal data to be encapsulated with its associated privacy
policy when passed to other companies, such that the access
control system of the receiving company can interpret and
enforce the policy.
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